Information on joint controllership
What is the reason for a joint control?
Volkswagen AG and CARIAD SE (hereinafter referred to as "the Parties") cooperate closely in
function and vehicle development. This also applies to the processing of your personal data, insofar
as this has been recorded by respective test vehicles. The Parties have jointly determined the
processing phases of this data in the individual process stages. They are therefore jointly
responsible for the protection of your personal data within the process stages described below
(Art. 26 GDPR).

For which process stages is there joint controllership?
The joint control of the Parties includes the collection, storage and retrieval of the video and image
data. Both Parties collect data via their respective test vehicles and transmit it to a shared IT
system where the data is stored and can be retrieved or processed by either party for research,
(further) development and testing purposes.
Each party is solely responsible for data processing outside the shared IT system or processing
subsequent to the retrieval.
Consequently, joint controllership for data processing is split into the following phases:

Data processing phase
Data collection with respective test
vehicles
Operation and implementation of an IT
system for storage and data processing
Retrieval of data from the IT system

Fulfilment of duties by:
The respective executing party
CARIAD SE
The respective executing party

What have the Parties agreed?
Within the scope of their joint controllership under data protection law, the Parties have agreed to
the division of responsibilities as set out above and on the fact that the party collecting data also
fulfills the information obligations pursuant to Articles 13 and 14 of the GDPR with regard to joint
controllership.
In addition, companies of the Volkswagen Group have the option of joining this joint controllership
and the associated agreement, so that a joining company can also process and access the data
for the defined purposes.

What does this mean for data subjects?
Data protection rights can
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(data_protection_cso.vwag.r.wob@volkswagen.de). The Parties inform each other without delay
about data subject requests. They will provide each other with all information necessary to respond
to requests for information.
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